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CANDACE VINCENT BRINGS 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE DESIGNING SUCCESSFUL ONLINE
LEARNING FOR ASSOCIATIONS TO iCOHERE CLIENTS
WALNUT CREEK, CA. and WASHINGTON, D.C. – DEC 1, 2016 – Candace Vincent, former director of
education at the Cleveland Bar Association and manager of online learning for the National Association of
College Stores (NACS), has joined the iCohere client solutions team. She brings over 10 years of experience
developing successful online learning programs for top associations. While working with NACS, she designed
over a dozen successful e-courses and three online conferences using the iCohere platform.
“We are tremendously fortunate to have Candace join our team,” said Lance Simon, CVEP, executive vice
president for iCohere. “Not only does she bring extensive experience designing online learning programs for
associations, she has over a decade of experience designing them using the iCohere platform. She is an ideal
person to help associations learn how to leverage the versatility and features of the iCohere platform.”
Vincent is enthusiastic about sharing with fellow colleagues and associations how to use the iCohere
platform to successfully launch and improve online learning programs.
“I've experienced firsthand how iCohere can improve the delivery of education and professional
development - the platform is the solution for so many of today's opportunities to share, learn, and
collaborate,” said Vincent. “I feel truly fortunate to join the iCohere team, and I am looking forward to
helping others achieve the success possible through the platform.”
As the director of education at the Cleveland Bar Association, Vincent recognized the importance and
profitability of repurposing content. She worked to gain accreditation for recorded conferences and
institutes in which participants enrolled to improve their professional competence. As a result of these
efforts, the bar association extended the life of its continuing education content, enabling more lawyers to
experience and learn from high-quality programming in a variety of practice areas.
For more information about iCohere, visit www.iCohere.com or call (202) 870-6146.
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About iCohere:
iCohere’s Unified Learning System provides a cloud-hosted platform for professional online learning and
collaboration. Its "all-in-one" integrated system is used for webinars, self-paced courses, instructor-led
courses, learning communities, and online community portals. iCohere offers a unique mixture of
personalized training and ongoing support through every step of the planning, configuration, and execution
process, ensuring that clients maximize their users’ experience and ROI.
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